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Nauti and Wild Apr 03 2020 Two bestselling contemporary romance authors join forces in this pair of stories of hot
men, fast motorcycles, and the women who ride both. They ride into town straddling 73 cubic inches of throbbing
horsepower, and hook up with the kind of women made for high speed handling... #1 New York Times bestselling
author Lora Leigh revisits her sultry Southern landscape with a story of a good girl gone bad. But she's not the only
one going down that road... New York Times bestselling author Jaci Burton lets loose in a story of a hot biker hired
to keep an eye on the reckless daughter of a Nevada senator. She's hooked up with a rival biker gang—a dangerous
move that makes the wild beauty more vulnerable than she imagined...
Overcome Nov 10 2020 The #1 New York Times bestselling author of Bengal's Quest ignites the most dangerous
instincts known to man, woman, and beast in these Breed novellas, collected in one volume for the first time. The
Breed Next Door Lyra thinks her new neighbor looks too good to be true. But Tarek Jordan is even more than he
seems: a Breed Enforcer on the run. And even though he wants her, Tarek knows Lyra could get burned—unless she
embraces the danger that comes with loving a Breed. In a Wolf’s Embrace Matthias and Grace are meant to
mate—until he commits an act too shocking to ignore. Grace knew that the hot Breed was dangerous, but now, she
fears for her own life. Yet she wonders: could it be part of some insidious plan? For there are forces determined to
tear them apart and destroy what’s left of the man within. A Jaguar’s Kiss Jaguar Breed Saban Broussard has a job
to do: guard the first instructor chosen to teach Breed children. But with just one kiss and his touch, the mating
phenomena begins that will tie Natalie Ricci to him forever. Unless a shadow from her past gets them both killed.
Secret Pleasure Jul 19 2021 The secret is out: #1 bestselling author Lora Leigh’s Bound Hearts series is so hot, it
should come with a warning... Sebastian and Shane De Loren were born to love Alyssa Hampstead. No other woman
on earth can burn for them, ignite with passion between them, the way Alyssa does. But after three sensual months
of pleasure come to a crashing halt, Sebastian and Shane are left fighting with everything they’ve got, risking it all to
have Alyssa one more time... Alyssa has closed off her heart. A senator’s daughter in the political spotlight, she’d
rather be quiet and safe than feel the emotional intensity Sebastian and Shane roused within her years ago. But when
the sexy cousins blaze their way back into her life, Alyssa cannot help but succumb to the heady pleasures the two
men can give her. And as an unknown enemy draws near, Alyssa will need Sebastian and Shane to protect her...and
satisfy every forbidden craving.
Guilty Pleasure: A Bound Hearts Novel Feb 11 2021 #1 New York Times bestselling author Lora Leigh has
captivated millions with her sizzling tales. When FBI agent Marty Matthews is assigned to shadow Khalid, a
dangerous, forbidden man who has haunted her dreams for years, she struggles against her desires for him. That is,
until Khalid is cleared and Marty freed from her assignment. Now all bets are off . . . The beautiful, fierce Marty
Matthews is the one woman Khalid hungers for like no other and is the one woman he dare not let himself have. His

past dogs his every step and danger lurks around every corner. To save her he must keep away. But the power of
their desire is something they cannot deny - and once Marty is his, Khalid will do whatever it takes to keep her in his
arms forever.
Erin's Kiss Jan 31 2020 Desire explodes and passion flares in #1 New York Times bestselling author Lora Leigh's
story Erin's Kiss, previously published in the anthology Hot Alphas, now in ebook format. Ex-Marine Turk has
become Erin's sworn protector. The target of her CIA-operative brother's foes, Turk is the only port Erin has to cling
to in a storm. He promised her brother long ago never to touch her, but how can he resist a woman who aches to be
with him as much as he burns for her?
Coyote's Mate Jul 07 2020 For six years Anya Korbin worked with Del-Rey Delgato—the genetically altered rebel
known as the Coyote Ghost—to free a group of coyote women kept in her father’s lab. As Anya matured into a
woman, she and Del-Rey grew close…but then he broke his promise and killed her father. Now she must deal with
her animalistic desire for the one who betrayed her.
Elizabeth's Wolf Sep 20 2021 From New York Times bestselling author Lora Leigh comes a new, revised edition
of a beloved classic in the passionate Breed series—Elizabeth’s Wolf won the hearts of readers everywhere when it
was first released, and now experience the magic again in this special, expanded edition! Special-Forces solider
Dash has all but given up his will to live until an innocent letter from a little girl brings him back to life. Cassie
writes to him every week, strengthening his resolve to recover from the devastating loss of his unit. But when the
letters suddenly stop arriving, Dash instinctively knows Cassie and her mother are in critical danger. Elizabeth and
her daughter are on the run from a dark and bloody past that refuses to let them go. The stakes are too high for her to
fall for this dangerous man who’s just walked into her life, but now more than ever she needs help. Saving his mate
and her daughter calls Dash’s beast to the forefront and transforms the lone wolf into an alpha protector—he
becomes Elizabeth’s wolf.
Lawe's Justice Jun 29 2022 #1 New York Times bestselling author Lora Leigh returns to the world of the Breeds
where animal instincts can bring a feral pleasure to every man and his willing female mate.
Mercury's War Jul 31 2022 Someone has been slipping the Sanctuary's secure information to a pharmaceutical
company. Now it's up to Ria Rodriguez to uncover the leak. Yet she has no idea of the danger she's about to
encounter--or the passion she will ignite in one of the greatest Breeds ever created.
Styx's Storm Apr 15 2021 To save innocent, young Storme Montague from the claws of Breed slave traders, Wolf
Breed Styx is forced to claim her himself-on the condition that Storme will no longer be a virgin by night's end. And
though Storme's defenses are up, Styx will free her-in ways she never expects.
Cross Breed Dec 24 2021 Fans of #1 New York Times bestselling author Lora Leigh’s scorching Breed series first
met Cassie as a little girl in Elizabeth’s Wolf. Now Cassie has finally come into her own as a young woman, and
she’s about to discover the one she is destined for—but it is unclear whether her fate is to be mated for life, or
marked for death… The Breeds are humans altered before conception with the DNA of the predators of Earth. But
although they all carry the genetic material of beasts within them, Cassandra Sinclair stands apart. A unique mix of
wolf, coyote and human, she is revered by many—but preyed upon by others. She is fiercely protected by her
community…but no one manages to stop her when she slips away one day to offer her body in exchange for her
sister’s safety. The man she succumbs to surprises her by unleashing her inner animal in ways she never dreamed
possible—and provokes her deep, furious rage. To Cassie’s shock, he is the mate she has long awaited. She may
never be able to forgive his deception. Still, as dangerous enemies track her, and as the threat of all-out war between
Breeds and the humans who despise them hovers in the air, they must join forces and hold fast to each other. But the
passionate union between them holds a potential that could change the world—and some will do anything to stop
it…
Bound Hearts May 17 2021 Submission: Ella allows James to stay the week in her new home. James. Dominating.
Sexy. Younger. James is determined Ella won't escape him. Seduction: In a bold and risky turn, Jess dares Terrie to
seduce him. Challenges her to accept her needs, to push her own boundaries.
Only Pleasure Sep 01 2022 Kia Rutherford-Stanton has never forgotten the powerful Chase Falladay who came to
her rescue two years ago, and when she agrees to a sexual rendezvous meant only for pleasure, she finds her wildest
fantasies and desires fulfilled.
Tempting the Beast May 29 2022 Callan Lyons is a genetic experiment. One of six fighting for freedom and the
survival of their Pride. Merinus Tyler is the reporter who will tempt him, draw him, until the fury of the "mating
frenzy" locks them into a battle of sexual heat there is no escape from. Deception, blood, and the evil Genetics
Council are hot on their trail. Callan will use his strength to try and save them both...and do all in his power to keep
his woman in the process.
Beyond the Dark Jun 17 2021 Lora Leigh does it--in the lair of a strange breed, part man, part wolf, on the hunt for
the woman he craves--and needs--to fulfill a hunger clawing at him from within. Angela Knight does it--in the
psychic realm of a woman attuned to the touch of strangers--and the powerful temptations of a seductive and

mysterious protector. Emma Holly does it--in the fantastic Demon World where a powerful Queen rules--until she
commits the sin of falling in love with the handsome son of her worst enemy. Diane Whiteside does it--in an
alternate universe of Regency magic where two lovers are threatened by a vicious mage, and swept up in a turbulent
war off the Cornish cliffs.
Dragon Prime Feb 23 2022 "Paranormal erotic romance"--Cover p. [4].
Soul Deep Sep 28 2019 Amanda is a sassy, independent President's daughter and Kiowa is loner Coyote Breed. His
job is to watch Amanda, to make sure the Secret Service detail assigned to protect her does their job until the new
Breed Law is passed. When the bad guys (anti-breed blood supremacists) move in to take her out, Kiowa takes
Amanda away to safety. Romance ensues as Amanda breathes life into kiowa's hardened heart.
Forbidden Pleasure May 05 2020 Resigning from The Club, a members-only facility where a man's every fantasy
can come true, when he marries innocent Keiley Hardin, John "Mac" McCoy is tormented by his fantasies of sharing
his wife with another man, fantasies that are transformed into reality with the arrival of his best friend, Jethro Riggs,
who helps him introduce Keiley to a pleasure she never expected. Reprint.
Wake a Sleeping Tiger Aug 27 2019 When readers of dark romance and unbridled desire want to be satisfied, they
turn to #1 New York Times bestselling author Lora Leigh and her “powerful and highly erotic” (Fresh Fiction)
Breed novels. Now a Breed hides in the world of man—until a woman arouses the amused and wildly carnal animal
within... Once, he was Judd—Bengal Breed and brother to the notorious fugitive Gideon. After Gideon disappeared,
Judd was experimented on until his tortured body knew nothing but agony. Now he is Cullen Maverick, serving as
the commander of the Navajo Covert Law Enforcement Agency in the small community of Window Rock, Arizona.
Despite his genetics, Cullen is able to pass as human because his Bengal traits are recessed. He lacks the ability to
smell the emotions, bonds and fears that other Breeds take for granted. And he remains tormented that he wasn’t
able to mate the woman he loved—at the cost of her life. He’s no longer a Breed, merely a man. . . or so he thinks.
But his tiger is about to be awakened by the one woman destined to be his—Chelsea Martinez. And their world will
never be the same...
Intense Pleasure Nov 03 2022 Sexy, scintillating, and secretive, Intense Pleasure is the story of hidden desires and
illicit romance. When danger threatens a woman, the two men who crave her cannot live without her and will stop at
nothing to protect her . . . while satisfying every burning desire she has. They must stay bound together to be
stronger than what hunts her, and let passion consume them . . . #1 New York Times bestseller, Lora Leigh is the
author of the Navy SEALS, the Breeds, the Elite Ops, the Callahans, the Bound Hearts, and the Nauti series.
Dangerous Pleasure: A Bound Hearts Novel Sep 08 2020 #1 New York Times bestselling author Lora Leigh has
captivated millions with her sizzling tales. Paige Galbraithe has always wondered if the dark, cool and mysterious
Abram Mustafa is hiding a wicked side... a side that will allow her to explore the kind of pleasure she has only
dreamed of. For Abram, Paige is the only woman he has ever loved. But Abram faces the greatest test of his life
when his father kidnaps Paige. With Paige's life now in danger, Abram knows that his plans for escape from the only
home he has ever known have become more imperative than ever. And for Paige, with her freedom taken from her,
she must learn to trust Abram with more than her fantasies. She must trust him with her life... and her heart.
Rule Breaker Aug 20 2021 There’s a fine line between animal instinct and human desire—and in her “highly erotic
saga” (Fresh Fiction), #1 New York Times bestselling author Lora Leigh crosses it. Now, in her new novel of the
Breeds, the mating heat continues… Lion Breed and enforcer Rule Breaker has just a few rules he doesn’t break.
Not for anything. Not for anyone—like never have sex with a woman outside his own breed, especially a human
woman. Especially someone too helpless, too fun loving and too full of life to ever be able to protect herself, let
alone help him to protect her. If the damned animal inside him insists on a mate, then why pick her? A woman who
is an easy target and who can be used as a weapon against him at any time. But what he suspects is mating heat may
not be that at all. Just his animal instincts rioting, pacing, irritated whenever he's away from her. Okay, he can
handle that. What ensues is a fiery affair that breaks all the rules of mating heat and will eventually endanger his
mate with the very rules designed to protect the Breeds—for she’s possibly been working against them…
Dirty Little Lies Jan 01 2020 From #1 bestselling author Lora Leigh comes Dirty Little Lies, a scintillating novel of
the Men of Summer—and the scorching hot women who set their hearts on fire... THE HEART HAS ITS
SECRETS. Zack Richards knows he’s asking for trouble. Trying to protect a member of the notorious Maddox
family could get a man killed—even a battle-scarred, muscle-ripped alpha like Zack. But the woman who has
captured his wildest fantasies is nothing like the rest of her power-hungry clan. She’s innocent, beautiful, and has
quickly become the one shining light in his dark, desperate world. The only woman worth fighting for...and dying
for... BUT PASSION NEVER LIES. Her name is Grace Maddox—and everybody knows that she is a marked
woman. Targeted for her family’s sins and hunted like a wild animal, Grace has no choice but to accept Zack’s
protection. In his arms, she finally feels safe. In his eyes, she sees an insatiable desire that mirrors her own. But the
truth is dangerous—and could end up tearing them apart. Will surrendering to Zack end up being the biggest mistake
of Grace’s life?

Jacob's Faith Oct 22 2021 Wolf Breeds - Jacob's Faith By Lora Leigh Book 2 in the Wold Breeds series They are a
new breed, a new race. Engineered rather than born, trained rather than raised, and their unique genetics have
created more than one surprise... Jacob left Faith six years before, unaware that the mark he left on her also left her
in an agony of sexual heat that never dimmed. Now Jacob and Faith are together again, but surprises lurk around
every corner and dangers as dark and deadly as their very creation surround them in more ways than one.
Dangerous Games Jun 05 2020 "Leigh's pages explode with a mixture of erotic pleasures." -RT Book Reviews #1
New York Times bestselling author, Lora Leigh's sexy Navy SEALs series, the Tempting SEALs, is red-hot, sexy
romantic suspense at its best, featuring men who will stop at nothing to proect their country and all they love no
matter how dark the danger, no matter what demons they must face. And when these men love, their passion runs
deep and hard. Navy SEAL Clint" Iceman" McIntire earned his name by being the ultimate warrior. He's
untouchable, unstoppable and he takes no prisoners. Having crushed an infamous drug cartel in Columbia, Clint was
nothing short of an American hero. Now he's home on a much-needed leave, but instead of some R & R, he finds
himself neck-deep in the hottest kind of trouble with his best friend's seemingly innocent little sister, Morgana
Chavez, the only woman who has the power to bring him to his knees...Morgana has been secretly working with the
DEA to uncover a thriving date-rape drug, which leads her to a shadowy faction that is more deadly than anything
her team has ever encountered. Now, it's up to Clint to keep this beautiful, determined agent out of harm's way, even
while the explosive passion between them threatens to consume them both. But these Dangerous Games will bring
Morgana and Clint to the very edge of high stakes danger and perilous desire.
Enthralled Jan 25 2022 They have the power to hold you spellbound, to captivate your senses, and to keep you
forever in their control. Forever enthralled… #1 New York Times bestselling author Lora Leigh returns to her
sensual world of the Breeds…as one stubborn Breed meets her match, and can no longer deny her mate—or the
fierce desires of her own heart. New York Times bestselling author Alyssa Day introduces the League of the Black
Swan…and the dangerous game one woman plays when her family’s curse dooms her to kill the man she loves.
New York Times bestselling author Meljean Brook delivers a new story in her steampunk world of the Iron
Seas…as a man who’s lost everything returns home to find that not only is his marriage in jeopardy, but he must
now fight air pirates who intend to steal his one remaining treasure—his wife. And Lucy Monroe, national
bestselling author of the Children of the Moon novels…unleashes the feral passions of a werewolf on the body,
mind, and soul of his prey, his lover, his lifemate.
Forbidden Pleasure Mar 15 2021 Resigning from The Club, a members-only facility where a man's every fantasy
can come true, when he marries innocent Keiley Hardin, John "Mac" McCoy is tormented by his fantasies of sharing
his wife with another man, fantasies that are transformed into reality with the arrival of his best friend, Jethro Riggs,
who helps him introduce Keiley to a pleasure she never expected. Reprint.
Lora Leigh: The Breeds Novels 7-11 Mar 27 2022 From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Stygian’s
Honor and Deadly Sins—five novels in the series featuring the genetically engineered Breeds—paranormal
adventures filled with intense animal passion and compelling human emotion. Bengal’s Heart Lion’s Heat Styx’s
Storm Navarro’s Promise Lawe’s Justice
Bengal's Quest Dec 12 2020 #1 New York Times bestselling author Lora Leigh returns to the “highly charged and
carnal”(Fresh Fiction) world of her Breed novels as two Breeds discover that it’s vengeance that stirs the mating
heat... He was a shadow, ever shifting and insinuating, able to blend in everywhere and anywhere. The elusive ideal
conceived and created by the Genetics Council, he went by just as many names as he had identities—the last one
being Gideon. Now calling himself Graeme, he hides in plain sight, terrifyingly close to his goal. A rogue Bengal
Breed, he is loyal to no one but himself. And he has a need for vengeance that surges hot and swift through his
veins. Graeme plans to wage an extreme and ruthless vendetta against those who wronged him—Breed and human
alike. All will suffer his wrath: those who created him, those who pretended to love him, and those who betrayed
him.This includes the one at the center of it all: a seductive, enigmatic woman helpless against the man whose desire
is just as desperate as his need to destroy. And he’s tracking her scent...
Wild Card Mar 03 2020 It was supposed to be simple. All Navy SEAL Nathan Malone had to do was rescue three
young girls from a Colombia drug cartel, then allow himself to be captured just long enough to draw out a
government spy. That was before his mission went disastrously wrong...and before his wife, Bella, was told that
Nathan was never coming home. Bella's mourned her husband's death for three long years. But she has no idea he's
still alive. Forced to assume a new identity, the man Nathan was is now dead. If he can get back to his wife, can he
keep the secret of who he really is...even as desire threatens to consume them? And as danger threatens to tear Bella
from Nathan's arms once more?
Shameless Embraces Oct 29 2019 Book 4 in the Wild series After a bitter divorce, reporter Lani Stanton has erected
a border around her heart too strong for any man to cross. She's not ready for a relationship of any kind with any
man. But when Lani meets Rick she can think of nothing but being in his powerful arms and in his bed. Intelligence
Agent Rick McAllister is hot on the trail of a notorious smuggler when the sensual blonde reporter comes into his

life. Once he gets a hold of Lani, nothing will stop Rick from crossing her borders and winning her heart. Rick puts
his life on the line to track down a murderous smuggler, and he puts his heart on the line to win the woman who
belongs in his life forever.
Bengal's Heart Oct 02 2022 Reporter Cassa Hawkins has always supported Breed rights-especially in light of a
specimen like Cabal St. Laurents, the epitome of the male animal. But when the Breeds are incriminated in a series
of violent murders, it's left to Cassa and Cabal to discover the truth before they become prey.
Dawn's Awakening Jun 25 2019 New in the sexy paranormal series that put Lora Leigh on the bestseller lists.
"Leigh draws readers into her stories and takes them on a sensual roller coaster." An erotic thrill ride about
genetically altered Breeds with feline DNA-and the humans who arouse their lust. The runt of the lab she was
created in, Dawn Daniels endured years of torture by her pride brother and the council soldiers. Finally freed from
her torment, she's now a Breed Enforcer, in control of her own life. Until she's assigned to protect the one man
destined to be her mate—and realizes it's far too easy to lose total control.
Nauti Angel Jan 13 2021 An explosive secret and red-hot passion propel #1 New York Times bestselling author
Lora Leigh’s Nauti series to its thrilling conclusion. Angel Calloway is no saint. But when the rough and reckless
mercenary shows up in Somerset, she makes a lasting impression on the young Mackay girls, especially Bliss. Their
mother Chaya, on the other hand, plans on keeping a suspicious eye on Angel. As the wife of the notorious Natches
Mackay, she can tell when her family is being played. Former Army investigator Reece “Duke” Duquaine can’t help
but be curious about the mysterious and sexy new woman in town, and he’s determined to uncover Angel’s secrets.
And though his desire for her threatens to consume him, when Duke has the truth about Angel in his sights, he’ll
have to take his shot…
Atlanta Heat Jul 27 2019 Atlanta Heat- never before released as a standalone novella! Previously published in the
anthology Rescue Me. Em Delaney has wanted bad-boy Macey March for as long as she can remember. But as a
Navy SEAL under the command of her overprotective godfather, Macey is off-limits to Em...until a kidnapping
attempt forces them to share tantalizingly close quarters—and a forbidden desire.
Stygian's Honor Nov 30 2019 Window Rock, Arizona, is the last known location of Honor Roberts, who vanished
when she was just thirteen. It was her only sanctuary from the Breed research that would surely have ended in her
death—one such insidious experiment should, indeed, have killed her. That she lived is both a miracle—and a great
mystery. Stygian’s mission is to find Honor Roberts, no matter the cost. Now, with the help of Liza Johnson,
assistant to the chief of the Navajo Nation, he is closer than ever to his goal. But will the discovery of Honor Roberts
mean the destruction of the mating heat that has developed between Stygian and Liza?
Lora Leigh: The Breeds Novels 1-6 Apr 27 2022 Animal hungers and human emotions entwine like strands of
DNA in these six novels in the sexy paranormal series featuring the genetically engineered Breeds and those who
created them—from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Lawe’s Justice and Deadly Sins. Megan’s Mark
Harmony’s Way Tanner’s Scheme Dawn’s Awakening Mercury’s War Coyote’s Mate
Real Men Do It Better Oct 10 2020 In this sizzing collection from some of romance's hottest authors, you'll read four
sexy short stories about women who discover that real men do it better... In Lora Leigh's FOR MAGGIE'S SAKE,
Maggie Chavez from Leigh's sexy Navy SEALs series is in protective custody with a member of her former lover's
SEALs team. Joe, her ex-lover, thinks Maggie is hiding information from him about a powerful drug lord and the
deaths of some SEALs. He intends to seduce her and get the information before she can sell it back to the drug
cartel. But when a member of the notorious crime family captures Maggie and holds her hostage at gunpoint, Joe
realizes how wrong he is, and only he can save her life. In Susan Donovan's BED AND BREAKFAST, a stressedout corporate dynamo with designer boots and a bad attitude is sent to the New Mexico mountains to "get centered"
or not come back to Los Angeles. She arrives at the rustic Windwalker Lodge north of Santa Fe, only to find the
place in the middle of a renovation and the hunky owner in a pair of lounge pants with no shirt and no idea she was
coming. She plans to leave on the first available shuttle the next morning, but one of the area's notorious rains
washes out the bridge, and she's stuck. Though resistant at first, she eventually lets the beautiful setting and the
extraordinary man give her a new perspective on life, love, and especially sex. In Lori Wilde's SIREN'S CALL,
Annie Grave is back in her hometown, St. Augustine, looking after her grandfather's dive shop as he lies bedridden
with a broken hip. Though she is a Harvard MBA with a high-powered finance job in Manhattan and a boyfriend on
the brink of proposing marriage, she's never forgotten her first love, sun-bronzed dive instructor Duncan Stewart--or
the day years earlier when she lost her virginity to him and he told her it was just a fling. But what she doesn't know
is that Duncan has regretted that decision every day since. Afraid of not being able to hold onto a smart, sexy,
beautiful woman like Annie, he pushed her away and ran away from St. Augustine. But now she's back, and so is he,
and he's cooked up a plan to win her back. After all, what girl could resist the lure of buried treasure, and a hot,
handsome Scotsman to guide her on the hunt? In Carrie Alexander's HIS BODY ELECTRIC, an aloof stranger
arrives at Karen Jaffe's farmhouse seeking shelter at the height of a violent lightning storm. Strange events follow-the power goes out, every clock stops, sparks fly from the visitor's fingertips. Alone in the dark with him, Karen uses

her skills as a phone sex operator to seduce the mystery man, uncovering the secrets and erotic pleasures of HIS
BODY ELECTRIC.
Wicked Pleasure Nov 22 2021 Expect nothing less than complete surrender . . . Jaci Wright has been fighting her
desire for Chase and Cam Falladay for seven years. Fear of the feelings the brothers aroused in her - and the type of
relationship it would be - spurred her to run away from her dilemma and seek a new life travelling the globe. But a
new job means Jaci is now under the same roof as Chase and Cam at the Sinclair mansion. And it's only a matter of
time before she submits herself to them and begins a relationship with both men. Gossip and secrets fill the society
she now moves within. Can she face the world knowing she's a lover to two brothers, or will hesitancy and fear
destroy her chance of happiness for ever?
Renegade Aug 08 2020 As a bridal shop owner, Mikayla Martin helps make women's wedding dreams come true.
Her own life, however, has become a nightmare since she witnessed a murder—and got an up-close-and-personal
look at the killer. What's worse: She knows she knows him. But the police, after doing an alibi check, don't believe
her. It's up to Mikayla to prove them wrong...and do whatever it takes to solve the murder by herself. Elite Ops agent
Nikolai Steele, code name Renegade, is asked to pay an old comrade a favor. This friend swears he's no killer—and
Nik believes him—even though he's been mistaken as one by Mikayla. So Nik goes to set her straight...but the
moment he lays eyes on the fiery and determined beauty, he knows he's in too deep. A woman this irresistible can
only mean trouble and, sure enough, after sticking her nose in one too many places, someone wants Mikayla dead.
Now Nik must find a way to keep her safe, clear his friend's name, and find the real killer, who remains on the
loose...
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